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Preface
The papers gathered in this TCS special issue focus on the themes: random generation
of objects coupled with bijective combinatorics, and thus re'ecting the origin of a
majority of the contributions presented at GASCom2001 which was held at the Certosa
di Pontignano, a residential study and conference center belonging to the University of
Siena, in the period, 18–20 November, 2001.
The generation of structures by some exhaustive algorithm is clearly closely re-
lated to traditional enumerative combinatorics, in e0ect implementing in programmable
form some technique of counting. In recent years, both generation and enumeration
have taken new turns. The random generation of these structures turns out to be sig-
ni4cant in numerous applications in computer science: performance analysis, simu-
lation, and the experimental exploration of structures, to name a few. At the same
time, the development of bijections between structures having the same counting se-
quence has been found to give greater insight into these structures than is provided
by simply enumerating them—there is perhaps an informing analogy here with prob-
lems of NP completeness in complexity theory where a standard approach has been
to show that some new problem is equivalent to a familiar, well-studied problem.
It is natural to pair these topics for the complementary light they shed on each
other, especially as we re4ne the range of parameters characterizing the structures
under investigation: this has been the guiding philosophy of the GASCom conference
series.
On this occasion, participants had the bene4t of conferring in the delightful Certosa
di Pontignano, an historical complex of buildings arranged in two adjacent cloistered
courtyards, set in the Tuscan countryside close to Siena; and the conference organiz-
ers were particularly grateful to the authorities of the University of Siena for making
such inspiring, well-appointed facilities available. The conference drew some 50 par-
ticipants: besides the usual, regular strong contingent from Europe, there was also a
strong contingent from North America, including several welcome newcomers from the
USA whose presence was all the more valued in view of the devastating events there,
only 2 months earlier.
From a rich diversity of papers produced subsequent to the workshop, both by par-
ticipants and others, the Editors have made a careful selection of 13 articles, guided by
reports from the referees, according to the standard procedures of Theoretical Computer
Science. The Editors wish to thank the authors and referees, as well as the members
of the program and organizing committees of GASCom2001.
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Alberto Del Lungo, Editor of TCS-A, has died unexpectedly, at the age of 38. He was
Professor of Computer Science at the University of Siena (Italy) and joined the TCS-A
Editorial Board in 2000 as an expert in discrete geometry, discrete tomography and
tilings. Since then he has made a valuable contribution to our journal, as exempli4ed
by his preparation of this Special Issue. We wish to express to his University and to
his family our appreciation for his work and our sorrow for such a premature death.
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